[Structural state of active and inactive genes during chromatin decondensation].
Chromatin structure of globin and ovalbumin genes in chicken erythrocyte nuclei has been investigated by means of the "nuclease criterion" (described earlier). In intact nuclei (i.e. in the presence of 3 mM MgCl2) DNase I cleaves chromatin of both genes generating fragments multiple of a double-nucleosome repeat (2N-periodicity). However, in the case of the globin gene, apart from the 2N-periodicity, fragments were observed that are multiple of 100 b.p. and are characteristic for partially unfolded chromatin. This distinction in nuclease cleavage patterns correlates with a higher sensitivity of the globin gene as compared with the inactive ovalbumin gene. At 0.5-0.7 mM MgCl2 the transition from dinucleosomal fragmentation with DNase I and DNase II to fragmentation via a 100 b.p. interval occurs and the difference in digestibility of both genes is dramatically increased. If chromatin has been decondensed by incubation of nuclei in 10 mM Tris-buffer DNase Il generates an usual nucleosomal repeat, and in this ionic conditions one may not observe any difference in nuclease sensitivity of the analyzed genes. The data allow to suggest that the high nuclease sensitivity of potentially active genes can be conditioned by more relaxed arrangement of nucleosomes in higher order chromatin structure.